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Welcome to In The Spotlight Dance Festival for 2019. As we are about to begin our
performance showcase, we respectfully ask that all mobile telephone devices are switched off.
Video and photography of this event is prohibited due to child protection and copyright laws.
In the event of an emergency, please listen to venue staff and take a moment now to locate
your nearest exit.
Ladies and Gentlemen, please welcome our first performers, Southern Stars High School
Performing Company. In ‘One Lone Sole’, Choreographed by Ashley Jones.
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Compere – ON STAGE
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Good Evening Ladies and Gentlemen and Welcome to In The Spotlight Dance Festival for
2019.
My name is _________________________.
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And my name is __________________ and we are students from
__________________________
It is our pleasure to be your comperes’ for this evening’s celebration of dance education within
the Metropolitan South Directorate and beyond.
Please join me in thanking the Southern Stars High School Performing Company
with ‘One Lone Sole’.
As we saw – ‘One Lone sole’ tells the story of a person who walks through life invisible and
alone.
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We would like to acknowledge the Gadigal people who are the traditional custodians of this
land. We pay our respects to the Elders, both past and present, of the Eora nation and extend
that respect to other Aboriginal people present.
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We extend a very special welcome to all school Principals, Teachers, our performers and their
family and friends.
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The aim of our Dance Festival is to promote high quality dance items that use the Dance
Syllabus as the foundation for creating work of integrity. The focus of the festival is on
producing excellence in Dance and showcasing the talent of students, teachers, performers
and choreographers in our public schools.
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We request that audience members remain seated until interval and that you please show
respect for each performer by not leaving the auditorium whilst students are on stage.
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It is with great pleasure that I now introduce our next performances:
Kirrawee High School with ‘Espana’ choreography by Elyse Nicholson.
Espana explores Spanish Culture and traditions. In the first half, the dancers explore traditional
dance and movement and then explores the role of the matador and the bull.

